
If I may be two beings at once,  
if I may be a galaxy of a woman. 
 
If I may: 
 
I’d like to ask about what got us here, about how I, a daughter of Ethiopia, comes to be rescued 
by a semblance of a man of greece; about how my rescue comes with the slaying of a so called 
monster with a so called magic knife, that beheaded a woman that could have been my sister-- 
who is my sister in my mind's eye. 
 
I’d like to ask about the lessons of arrogance and vanity, about their purpose in positioning me 
chained by my right leg to a rock by the sea; about the sins of mothers and fathers and how 
daughters seem to be the ones that get sacrificed, although we were only taught of the sacrifice 
of sons.  
 
If I may be two beings at once – if I am indeed a galaxy of a woman, let me gift the demigod 
with more than one side. Let me say the monster sent to kill me ain’t too different than the 
monster who sent himself to save me.  
 
I know you and how you do. You clumsy jewelers, falling over yourselves with bedazzled shields 
in hand – stringing together victories of your destruction. From this view you look merely like a 
fool. I must muse: if I refused your hand would I too be turned into stone? 
 
I’d like to ask about the charm of helplessness, about your insistence on my naked body while 
yours be clothed...about access and all that has been assembled to ensure yours. About how 
even in myth, you must make me as bland and white as your own.  
 
So let me be the one this time to say, you’re all the same, whether as painter or Perseus, 
unimaginative and cruel. Still here I am, the grand and beautiful Andromeda, contained in my 
own galaxy – still, stuck in the sky with the likes of you. 
 


